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The Arizona Supreme Court in In re Estate of Kirkes held that a deceased 
spouse can leave more than one-half of a community-owned retirement account to 
a non-spouse beneficiary, so long as the surviving spouse receives at least one-half 
of the community’s entire value.1 In doing so, the Supreme Court affirmed the 
Court of Appeals decision in In re Estate of Kirkes.2 

Fred Kirkes designated his son from a prior marriage as the beneficiary of 
a community-owned individual retirement account.3 Fred’s wife, at the time of his 
death, challenged the beneficiary designation and asked the superior court to award 
her the entire account or increase her community interest share.4 

The central issue in Kirkes was how to divide community assets: Should a 
court divide each item individually (the item theory), or aggregate the value of all 
assets and then divide them as a whole (the aggregate theory)?5 This matters 
because Arizona is a community property state, which means all property acquired 
during a marriage presumptively belongs to the community.6 Unless one spouse 
consents to a non-spouse beneficiary, there is a strong presumption that “assets 
acquired by one spouse with community funds are community property.”7 When a 
spouse dies, the community dissolves and its assets are divided in half between the 
deceased and surviving spouse.8 

The Court held that a spouse may designate a non-spouse beneficiary of 
more than half of a community property retirement account as long as the other 
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spouse received half of the overall community and other circumstances did not 
make the distribution fraudulent or unjust. The Court observed that the Arizona 
Legislature had adopted the aggregate theory in allocating community property 
upon dissolution of marriage.9 The Court also noted its previous holding where it 
applied the aggregate theory in affirming a life insurance policy-owner’s right to 
designate a non-spouse beneficiary of the policy. But neither the Court nor any 
Arizona statute had yet addressed whether the aggregate theory applies to 
retirement accounts.10 Nonetheless, the Court declined to distinguish retirement 
accounts from life insurance policies.11 Thus, Fred’s designation of a non-spouse 
beneficiary of a retirement account was appropriate because Fred’s wife did not 
claim the retirement account proceeds were necessary for her to receive half of her 
community share. 
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